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Results and Follow up 

to the Oeiras 

Workshop 

Objective

The workshop intended to contribute to a 

more comprehensive and systematic 

approach to revitalise farming and rural 

areas. The main aim was to develop a 

framework for integrated territorial 

strategies for different circumstances to 

aid regional, and national governments 

as well as the EU in their approaches. 
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Our starting point

Riga meeting>tailor policies

FARLAND > Integrated territorial 

strategy

3 dimensions

Farm level: Legal institutional framework

Land, land markets: economies of scale

Diversification and the economy of scope

4 area types

For inspiration

Overview 

Land use dynamics

Definitions / figures

Scenarios

Changing paradigms
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How can the status of family farms be improved 
by a proper legal / fiscal / social framework that 
facilitates farmers to respond flexible and 
dynamically to current / emerging challenges?

How can the legal / institutional framework 
facilitate better functioning of family farms?

How to improve the image of farms and farmers 
and how to make farming attractive for young 
people?

How to provide incentives and fair remuneration 
for their „public services‟?

Farm level

EU Aid systems focus mainly

on commercial farming 

‘Unregulated’ family farm

is the pre-dominant model

Land is abandoned / 

not well used

No separation of private and

company assets

Aid schemes are used

for private affairs

EU has no strict regulation on

status of farms

Inheritance practice leads 

to splitting up farms
Land market is not dynamic

Subsistence farmers not 

able to use aid wellImage  farmers not well

Policy makers hesitate to 

Change aid schemes

Status of the farms not clear

in legal / institutional framework

Farming is social – econo-

mically not feasible

Units become / remain

Too small

Aid schemes not well tuned

To different types of farms

Increasing number

of subsistence farmers

Fragmentation of land 

use / small scale farms
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Farm is a major issue in CAP and RD policy (production / 
preservation)

Family farms are the most usual type of farm in EU territory

Farms as productive units compels to clarification about its 
nature and typology (enterprise / not enterprise)

Farms‟ viability can be seen from economical point of view 
and in a social and territorial sustainability perspective

Farms viability and sustainability depend on size (scale) –
related to agricultural production and diversification

Public policies should be oriented to farms, which obliges 
their registration

Farm level

Family, patrimony and labour are supporting elements for 
family farms

Social and cultural changes have big impact on the 
traditional family farm

Concerns and demands of family members put at stake 
the survival of family farms in traditional terms 
(patrimonial and family unit)

The traditional family farm does not provide an adequate 
framework in economical terms (income) and in social 
terms (social protection) of family members

Multi-activity is an element of reinforcement and 
economical sustainability of the farmer‟s family

Farm level
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Concluded necessary actions:

To clarify, to integrate and to make compatible main 
definitions (farm, farmer, farmer family, economic viability,…)

To establish farm typology (agricultural enterprises and other 
forms of farms)

To incorporate in EU regulations the main definitions and 
farms‟ typology

To define the labour and social protection regimes of family 
members

To promote studies and research projects concerning the 
impacts on the EU farms, farmers and farmer‟s family

Farm level

Land, land markets

Different reasons for non functioning land

Market:
Land in peri-urban areas or with high tourism potential 
is not farmed because the owners anticipate that they 
can sell their land at higher values (i.e. land 
speculation).

Older people are no longer able to farm actively, or to 
hire labour, or their children are not interested in taking 
over the farm.

Family inheritance disputes and the absence of heirs 
halt farming operations.

Owners will prefer to keep their land idle if they fear 
that leasing regulations will give the tenants a potential 
claim to ownership.

High transaction costs for sales including transfer taxes 
and the lack of land market information make it difficult 
for owners to find buyers even if they want to sell.
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Land, land markets

Possible solutions:
Clarification of ownership and other land rights 

Land consolidation projects (what models (large-scale, 
small-scale; compulsory, voluntary, etc) 

Land banking 

Sales markets: (what obstacles to transactions can be 
removed

Lease markets (what is needed to have an equitable 
leasing contract that balances the rights of the owner 
and renter)

Pre-emptive rights (what mechanisms can be used to 
help neighbouring farmers to acquire land if the owner 
wants to sell?)

Transfer tax exemptions for transactions 

Property taxes on unused agricultural land 

Minimum parcel size for agriculture 

Land, land markets

Recommendations

Solve co-ownership and unknown 

ownership

Improve land tenure structure: adapt your 

instruments to stakeholders needs and 

make it “social”

Improve Integrated Territorial Planning by 

making it farmer friendly

Make land information records reflect 

reality
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Land, land markets

“BABY” STEPS

Have a network to research concrete 

ownership problems... 

Don‟t wait to have every thing perfect before 

starting projects to improve the land 

structure

Identify the kind of farms present and think 

about the kind of farmers you want

Improve the information flow between the 

agencies

Diversification

Possible options

Multi-functional farming

Development of niche markets

Agri-tourism

Bio-diversity conservation

Environmental services

Country-side management

Branding / certification
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1. Develop common conceptual 

framework for revitalisation via 

diversification

Collection of information/knowledge about: 

Definitions 

Instruments available

Good practices etc

Initiated by the Ministy of Agriculture (MoA)

Implemented via National Rural Networks:

Formulation of practical handbooks 

Training etc

Diversification

Develop multi-level communication 

strategy 

Should be done at national level

Includes description of: 

Current information flow

Identified gaps in information flow

Tasks and actions 

The role of actors etc

Initiated by the MoA (finding the coordinators)

Diversification
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Develop territorial integrated plans 

with “space” for innovations

Promote development of conditions for 

new and existing innovations via:

Simplifying bureaucracy

Networking

Education of farmers etc

Incorporate innovations from all policy 

domains

Look for financing instruments through 

creation of:

Bonus system

“Terrritorial Fund” (e.g. ERDF+Structural 

Funds)

Diversification

Sector based „horizontal‟ approach

A set of general policy 

measures, implemented 

in an uncoordinated way
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Integrated territorial approach

A set of territory specific  policy 

measures, combined with general 

measures but implemented in a 

coordinated way 

Towards integrated 

territorial approaches
What should be done at what level?

Refer to possible options / measures (local, regional, 
national, EU)

Are important actions still missing?

How can these different levels be developed that they 
form a coherent set of measures?

What are major barriers in interdisciplinary cooperation?

How can policy making be harmonised better between 
sectors / levels?

Do countries need a „land abandonment‟ or „land 
revitalisation‟ strategy?

What would be the main structure?

What is the right form of cooperation to come to this?


